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Software Management 
Issues

Common issues:
Cannot afford to have personnel go around from computer to 
computer to install software
Cannot expect their users to have the knowledge required to 
install software properly on their own
Should not have to provide support for non-standard 
installations

Software packaging must be structured:
Standards must be set and maintained
Software packages must be documented and detailed in the 
same manner
Quality assurance must be high - installation must work 
in every instance
Software package repositories must be maintained and updated 
according to organizational software acquisition policies



Software Management 
Issues

Software installations
Installations must be standardized
Systems must function 100% of the time

Reducing diversity
Medium to large organizations use from 200 to 500 
software products in their networks

Software rationalization
If more than 500 products exist in the network, it is 
a good idea to rationalize
Reduce the number of products through:

Limiting versions
Focusing on functions
Implement “software police”



Corporate Software Management Lifecycle

Enterprise Software Packaging can support 
the software lifecycle through all four phases



Windows Installer
The Windows Installer Service supports most of the 

software lifecycle and is a key component of the ESP



Working With MSI Files

Using the Windows Installer Editor



Software Packaging 
Requirements

Software assets fall into three categories:
Native Windows Installer software

Any commercial product that bears the Designed for 
Windows Logo

MSI-integrated corporate applications
New or upgraded versions should be integrated to and 
designed to work with Windows Installer

Repackaged commercial software and 
corporation applications

All commercial software not upgraded should be repackaged 
to integrate their installation with Windows Installer
Corporate applications that do not require recoding, 
upgrades or reprogrammed should be repackaging to be 
integrated with Windows Installer



Enterprise Software Packaging (ESP)

Definition
The preparation of standard, 
structured automated installations 
for deployment within a specific 
corporate environment
An ESP helps address:

Corporate standards for software 
usage and desktop design
Multiple languages
Regional issues
Software-related support issues

“Enterprises that do 
not dedicate 
resources to 
packaging 
applications will fail 
at software 
distribution…” 
(0.8 probability)

— Gartner Group



A System Construction Model
The ESP begins with a 
system construction model
Point of Access for Secure 
Services (PASS):

A System “Kernel” — to 
meet the needs of the 
average corporate user
Role-based application 
and Software — to meet the 
requirements of special 
Information Technologies 
roles everyone plays within 
the organization
Ad-hoc components — to 
meet highly specialized IT 
requirements that are often 
expressed on an 
individual basis

The entire model relies on standardized 
hardware for all users

Physical Layer

PASS 
System 
Kernel



Constructing Systems Based On A Model

Reduces system management efforts because it 
diminishes the number of programs that must 
coexist on any system

First — a good portion of systems (sometimes up to 50%) 
will require only the system kernel—this is the Standard 
Operating Environment or SOE
Second — by grouping programs into role-based 
configurations, organizations can reduce the number of 
programs that must coexist on a system 
Third — ad-hoc programs reduce system management 
efforts even further because they are required by very few 
users in the organization 

Works for both PCs and servers
For PCs, role-based configurations are focused on user roles
For servers, role-based configurations are focused on the 
server role within the corporate network



Managing Software Licenses
Most important aspect of the software lifecycle
Every organization must be legally compliant in 
terms of software licenses in use within the 
corporate network
Software removal is the most unused portion of the 
entire software lifecycle
Software removal needs:

An expert in the field or
A method that will guarantee proper and 
non-damaging removal

Proper packaging methods will involve complete 
package testing and quality assurance including 
proper and non-damaging removal of packaged 
applications



Maintaining Corporate 
Inventories
1. Package repository

A central deposit for all authorized software 
2. System Kernel Inventory
3. Role-based Configuration Deposit

Identify each of the packages found within 
each configuration

4. Vocational groupings
Regroup all of the users or servers 
belonging to a given IT role

5. Core Inventory Database
Bring it all together

6. Web-based Report System
Provide detailed information on the inventories

Managing Software 
Licenses
The main purpose of 
these inventories is to 
maintain legal 
compliance at all times 
within the corporation



A Corporate Inventory System Example

Key Component



Vocational Change Process

The two keys to this process are uninstallation instructions 
and automated software removal



Software Packaging Process
1. Request for a new 

package
2. Integration

Discovery
Package creation
Customization

3. Product testing
Pull Install
Security Issue 
Identification
Package Automation

4. Quality assurance
Package Validation
Functional Testing
Conflict Management
Integration Testing
Acceptance Test
Deployment Test
Uninstall Test
Final Quality Assurance

5. Release management



Software Packaging 
Workflows

Using Templates to Simplify 
Software Packaging



Software Packaging Activities

Conflict management
Reduces testing complexity by 
providing immediate answers
The conflict management tool must 
support multiple databases

Considerations for Mobile Personnel
Making source packages available on a 
constant basis in order to support a 
self- healing 

Complete package documentation



Controlling Quality In 
Software Packaging

Working with Conflict Manager



The Packaging Decision Process



A Example Of A Software 
Packaging Architecture



Using A 
Packaging Expert

Working with iTripoli 
PackageCleaner



Distributed Packaging Teams
Distributed Package Repositories

SQL replication for deposits
DFS for share points and documentation

Distributed Package Share Points
A working directory structure where
all teams can store packages that are 
in the development process
A regional directory for packages that 
require regionally adapted transforms 
before final release to a region
A final directory where all released packages are 
stored when they are ready for distribution

Distributed Packaging Documentation
Determine which format you will use: HTML, Word

International Packaging Particularities
Provide a new package project inscription service 
within the package documentation strategy



Establishing Packaging 
Standards
1. All packages should aim to support the Windows Installer service
2. All software within the organization should be categorized
3. All software packages should use customized consistency —

customizing or repackaging an installation so that it behaves in a 
manner consistent with internal corporate standards

4. A core set of development standards for corporate applications 
operating in the Windows network should be set

5. The repackaging process should include some form of 
conflict detection

6. Organizations who want to use the self-healing capabilities of 
Windows Installer should maintain permanent software 
installation depots

7. All software packages should include variable installation 
sources to support all installation scenarios



ESP Return On Investment
Organizations that implement ESP strategies 
find that they must invest more on proactive 
network management practices – invest more 
on preparing the network
They also find that they will have 
considerable savings in Help Desk an 
support activities
ESP strategy ensures that all software 
products are completely functional before 
they are introduced into the network



Cost Of Software 
Distribution Without An ESP

Enterprises … desiring 
more than 99% desktop 
availability should 
embark on a desktop 
lock-down program that 
includes implementing 
software configuration 
tools and processes.

— Gartner Group



Cost Of Software 
Distribution With An ESP

ESP and Support Issues
In some cases, 
organizations have 
reduced the number of 
support calls relating to 
software malfunction by 
85% after implementing 
ESP practices.
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